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Cloud burst - Somerset singer-songwriter Kitty Macfarlane releases
stand-out debut album

‘Her remarkably accomplished debut album, Namer Of Clouds, beguiles with its poetry and
tenderness, and her eye for detail, vivid imagination and bright vocals make it a captivating

listen. She is a talent to watch’
- The Guardian

'Stunningly beautiful - what a production, what a sound' 
- Mark Radcliffe, BBC Radio 2

“An inordinately accomplished musician- her song lyrics could easily stand alone as poetry”
- Folk Radio



“Time and tide wait for no man”, so the saying goes. But ever since her EP Tide & Time came out in 2016, 
many have been waiting expectantly to hear Somerset singer songwriter Kitty Macfarlane’s debut album.

On September 21 the wait will be over as this fine young acoustic artist unveils the beguiling release Namer 
Of Clouds. 

Produced by fellow musicians Sam Kelly and Jacob Stoney and released on Navigator Records, this is a 
captivating 11-track album featuring no less than nine of Kitty’s original songs.

Her sharply observed narrative songs are pure poetry, rich with visual imagery and written with an eco-eye – 
woven loosely together into a theme of mankind’s relationship with the wild. Gathering inspiration from the 
sky to the seabed, Kitty’s lyrics touch on intervention and rewilding, climate change and migration and one 
singular song which is a magical aural tapestry of woman’s historical relationship with textiles and the land.

The album is augmented by all kinds of ‘found sound’ recorded in locations from Somerset to Sardinia – 
birdsong, waterfalls, the click of knitting needles- and is bookended by sounds of the wild.

Recorded partly at The Cube near Truro in Cornwall and partly at Get Real Audio in Bath, Namer Of Clouds 
features not just the clear, confident voice and finger-picked guitar of Macfarlane but also the in-demand 
Radio 2 Folk Awards ‘Horizon’ award winner (and co-producer of this album) Sam Kelly on guitar, mandolin 
and harmony vocals, with some of his talented Lost Boys band members also on the roll call –Graham Coe on 
cello, Archie Churchill-Moss on melodeon and Jamie Francis, surprisingly not on his trademark banjo, but on 
electric guitar.

Co-producer Jacob Stoney is on keys, bass, mandolin and vocals, Tom Moore is on violin and viola and Josh 
Clark, who mixed and mastered the release, provides percussion.

It was evident some years ago that Macfarlane was one to watch. Hailing from Milverton in Somerset she 
played her inspired songs at local folk clubs from a young age. But her music was heard by a much bigger 
audience when in 2010 BBC Radio 4 featured her engaging Bus Song on its popular Excess Baggage travel 
show. 

Presented by Sandy Toksvig, the show had invited its audience to nominate their favourite bus routes and 
selected Kitty’s brilliantly observational song which told of her journey home from Taunton on the 25B bus! 

Kitty wove her emerging music career in with her English and French degree studies at Warwick University 
and, in 2015, was a semi-finalist in the BBC Young Folk Award. More recently she has supported Kathryn 
Roberts & Sean Lakeman on tour, as well as Blair Dunlop.



Now the Bristol-based performer is coming into her own with some remarkably mature songwriting, a 
marked empathy with the environment and a strong sense of place. Cerebral and classy, honest and 
immediate, these are not throwaway lyrics or everyday melodies but thought-provoking and evocative 
compositions with wonderfully crafted soundscapes.

This is an album that flows in an almost filmic way. Its cover shows Kitty on the flooded Somerset Levels of her
home county and it is here on the Avalon Marshes - one of the largest lowland wetlands in Britain - that the 
arresting ‘other worldly’ opening song is set. Starling Song marvels at the balletic, hypnotic starling 
murmurations above the reed beds in winter. Sparse and suspenseful it swoops, wheels and whirls like the 
avians as a stark prelude to the album.

The full-bodied title track is a song co-written by Kitty and Jacob Stoney about London pharmacist Luke 
Howard, the man who gave clouds their cirrus, cumulus and other classifications (“Childish desire to bring the
sky close /To give a name to something fleeting”) and builds to a celestial crescendo.

Seventeen is an innocent, sweet and simple song about a life milestone - leaving school, letting go of friends, 
making decisions at the crossroads and taking tentative steps into the outside world.

It pairs well with Dawn & Dark – a beautifully-judged lullaby Kitty wrote for the new born baby of a close 
friend – with Archie Churchill-Moss weaving his melodeon through the gentle words of assurance for the life 
ahead. 

Sea Silk is undoubtedly a highlight of this album –an extraordinary life story that captured Kitty’s imagination 
when she first read about it. It starts with the voice of Chiara Vigo, the last of the sea silk seamstresses who 
lives on a small island off Sardinia and spins the filaments or ‘byssus’ of rare giant Mediterranean clams. 
Written by Kitty and Sam Kelly, this is a song as beautifully burnished as the silk she sings about.

Kitty and Sam travelled to meet Chiara and their exchange and laughter is recorded here along with a bounty 
of experimental percussion from knitting needles clicking to the airy whoosh of a sewing machine pedal. A 
highly original, inspirational song about an ancient, secret art passed down through the women of a family, 
here Kitty explains in her own words how it came about:

“It was about a year ago when I first read about Chiara, adamantly sustaining this extraordinary ancient craft while 
the modern world advanced beside her, and I fell into a bit of a rabbit hole of reading on the subject. For once, the 
internet didn't take the magic away from the story, and only added to the mystery of this bizarre 'sea silk' or 'byssus' 
that becomes gold in sunlight, which although incredibly rare, seemed to crop up throughout history - Jason's 
precious fleece, allegedly woven from the wool of a golden ram, King Solomon's robes that shine gold in the sun, 
bracelets made for Nefertiti, the apostle Luke's 'shining garments'. A rare and coveted luxury textile, spun from the 
long silky filaments secreted from a gland in the foot of an endangered giant bivalve. Chiara is the last person who still
works with byssus in the way women in ancient Mesopotamia did, and it has been passed down the women in her 
family for hundreds of years. 

On a whim, I looked up flights to Sardinia, found an address for Chiara and sent her a message in clumsy Italian –to my
delight she replied with a brief email giving a date when I could come and meet her. We went for four days: myself, 
armed with a few rehearsed phrases in Italian; Sam equipped with a portable field recorder we borrowed from a local 
university; our friend Ness who can actually speak a bit of Italian; and a little Fiat 500 hire car.

Her modest studio was on a hill in a little town on a small island off the south west of Sardinia. 
She sat at her wooden desk and brushed the raw byssus under a lamp while chatting away in deep guttural Italian, 
and slowly turned the brown tangle in front of us into a fine thread, looping it through her spindle, dropping and 
spinning it. She told us that sea silk must never be sold for a profit, only given away. This had nearly driven her out of 
her council-owned studio, as she refused to charge entry to her 'museum'. I asked her about a tapestry she'd made 
called 'Leone delle donne' (The Lion of Women, dedicated to womankind), which a businessman from Japan had tried
to buy for 2.5 million euros. She said to him, no, because ‘the women of the world are not for sale'. She spends most 
days teaching the craft of sea silk to small classes, as she doesn't want the art to die out. Her voice is first thing you 
hear on this song, telling us about how she learned the art of sea silk from her grandmother.”



Sea Silk fades out to the sound of lapping waves and a haunting, traditional song (collected by Ruth Tongue) 
about Somerset’s Sea Morgans - mythical creatures living in the Bristol Channel that lure fishermen to their 
deaths. Understated and raw this arrangement of Morgan’s Pantry features a field recording from the hidden 
waterfall, only revealed at low tide, that the Morgans were said to frequent. Supposedly a gateway to another
world. Kitty managed to locate it from a description in Tongue’s biography at Somerset’s Halsway Manor 
National Centre for Folk Arts.

The second traditional song is an Appalachian folk ballad, Frozen Charlotte, which tells of a girl going to a ball -
she refuses to wear a coat over her fine gown on the sleigh ride and literally freezes to death. The chilling 
song inspired a somewhat tragic toy in the Victorian era - a china doll, examples of which are still apparently 
washed up in the Thames estuary.

Kitty returns to the theme of our interaction with the living planet in another impressive self-penned song, 
Glass Eel, which looks at one of science’s great mysteries – that of the European eel which migrates 4000 
miles with a ‘magnetic map’ from the Sargasso Sea to our rivers. 

The eel serves as a metaphor for a song about the constant motion of the earth, lost subcontinents, and 
migration -enforced and voluntary - of both people and creatures. “We are all compelled to move side by 
side .While roaming cliff and waning moon keep time/For the tiny travellers on ocean currents or a desperate 
flight from the east”.

Similarly, Man, Friendship – a song of impermanence written after the major 2014 floods on the Somerset 
Levels - serves as a reminder of the dangerous power of nature, the consequences of climate change and 
man’s obsession with the material while celebrating the fact that relationships and memories can never be 
washed away.

A song that originally featured on Kitty’s EP Tide and Time is revisited here - in the flotsam and jetsam-strewn 
Wrecking Days. With echoes of Richard and Linda Thompson in the production, this is a rocked up version of 
the song inspired by Jane Darke’s Cornish documentary “The Wrecking Season” and tells the story of “A daily 
archive – a beachcomber’s paradise at low tide” as the strandline reveals everything from plastic bottle tops 
to fishing tackle and cuttlefish bones. 

This reflective album is brought to a poignant but calming close in a song that connects literature and land. 
Here Kitty has reworked the Gerald Manley Hopkins poem Inversnaid about the importance of preserving the 
wilderness for future generations. 

Mellow and peaceful it was written 150 years ago about the picturesque stream that tumbles into Loch 
Lomond and still rings true today. The track fades to the sound of a woodland stream, again recorded in 
Somerset, bringing this sublime and seamless debut album to a close.

Namer Of Clouds is released on September 21 on Navigator Records. Kitty will showcase it on a UK autumn 
tour.

www.kittymacfarlane.com

For interviews with Kitty Macfarlane, hi res images, gig review tickets and further albums 
for airplay or review please contact Jane Brace PR on (01243) 789554 or 
janebracepr@btinternet.com
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